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2047 City
Mike Liu & Raul Sadhwani
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“Urban Infrastructure”
“Infrastructure is the central trope of
modern urban thought; it is the basis
for imagining, describing, and planning
communities. It forms the very channels
for the movement of commodities, power,
and information that sustain cities.”
- Swati Chatttopadhyay
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“Social Production of Space”
“[Social] space is a [social] product...
the space thus produced also serves
as a tool of thought and of action...
in addition to being a means of
production it is also a means of control,
and hence of domination, of power.”
- Antoni Gramsci
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Hong Kong: A Recent History
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Contention
Hong Kong’s new identity will
be found in the spatial practices
implicated from new urban
infrastructural conditions pervasive
in Hong Kong’s urban life
and
landscape,
post-2047.
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“Culture of Disappearance”
“Now faced with the uncomfortable
possibility of an alien identity
about to be imposed on it from
China, Hong Kong is experiencing
a kind of last-minute collective
search for a more definite identity.”
- Ackbar Abbas
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Hong Kong’s handover to the Chinese
Government, catalyzed by the expiration
of its 99-year lease to the British, began
in 1997 whereby the city operates under
a “one-country-two systems” policy for
50 years, ending in 2047. The Chinese
Government supposedly promising to
uphold Hong Kong Basic Law and the
democratic process until this time.
These events have created a culture and
identity of disappearance as the people
of Hong Kong have scrambled to define
their identity due to the immanence of
its disappearance, as discussed by
Ackbar Abbas. This is exemplified in the
Umbrella Revolution in 2014 whereby
citizens, mainly students, occupied major
infrastructural areas of the city to protest
the breach of their promised right for a
fair democratic process. The present day
impact of these events, infrastructurally
and socio-economically, is an indication of
the possible future to come post-2047.
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Hong Kong: A Speculative Future
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2047
United China

// 2051 // The CCP chooses to develop a district node system. These proposals segregate the city, whereby the newly imposed ground is for the sole use of mainland citizens and the other grounds are for
the use by pre-handover Hong Konger’s. Interchange between the 3 grounds occurs in newly constructed buildings that act as nodes within these new zones. Interchange between the grounds being based
on a cost-based temporary pass system. The newly superimposed ground is presented as a win-win solution to the issue as current Hong Kongers retain their space prior to 2047. However, over-time, many
pre-handover Hongkongers see the Act and its imposing urban infrastructure as a heavy-handed symbol of control of their identities and livelihoods.
// 2050 // Although initial reactions to the proposal are met with scepticism, pre-handover Hong Konger’s accept the proposal after the Government agrees to the expansion of the Central Elevated Walkway
system, making a “middle ground” between the second ground and existing ground.
// 2049 // The Chinese Government enacts “The Hong Kong Congestion Mitigation Act” as a way to quell the unrest and “fix” the urban congestion issues. The act proposes a new urban infrastructural
mega-system to be superimposed onto the city, re-zoning the city and building a second ground above the urban fabric.
// 2048 // The first of many large scale mass protests by “Hong Kong-ers” occurs in opposition to the giant influx of “Mainland Chinese” citizens that are adversely affecting the daily operation of the city. The
protesters demand to reinstate a border system that enforces a quota upon the “Mainland Chinese” citizens that are entering the city.

METHODOLOGY

// 2048 // With the unification of Hong Kong into the mainland at full effect, citizens from Hong Kong and the mainland can travel freely between both places that were previously separated by a
border. “Mainland Chinese” citizens begin moving to and visiting Hong Kong at a rapid pace that vastly exceeds expectations.

// 2047 // Hong Kong is officially under the CCP’s full control as the 50 year
period expires. 1 country, 2 systems reverts to 1 country 1 system. However, Xi
Jinping enacts laws to keep the basic rights of the people of Hong Kong intact.
This includes enacting a new hybrid set of law that keeps some parts of the Hong
Kong Basic Law in place.
// 2041 // In anticipation of the completion of the handover, the CCP embarks on a rapid development of the area just South of the border in the New Territories. The citizens of Hong Kong see this as an
encroachment of their soon to be relinquished sovereignty. As planning and construction is undertaken by Chinese firms, not Hong Kong.
// 2028 // Xi Jinping introduces policies for new Special Economic Zones (SEZs), cementing the party’s commitment to the global economy.
// 2019 // The Heung Yuen Wai Control Point/Liantang Checkpoint (the seventh land crossing) is opened between the borders of Hong Kong and Shenzhen.
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Hong Kong Border Mass Protest

// 2051 // The CCP chooses to develop a district node system. These proposals segregate the city, whereby the newly imposed ground is for the sole use of mainland citizens and the other grounds are for
the use by pre-handover Hong Konger’s. Interchange between the 3 grounds occurs in newly constructed buildings that act as nodes within these new zones. Interchange between the grounds being based
on a cost-based temporary pass system. The newly superimposed ground is presented as a win-win solution to the issue as current Hong Kongers retain their space prior to 2047. However, over-time, many
pre-handover Hongkongers see the Act and its imposing urban infrastructure as a heavy-handed symbol of control of their identities and livelihoods.
// 2050 // Although initial reactions to the proposal are met with scepticism, pre-handover Hong Konger’s accept the proposal after the Government agrees to the expansion of the Central Elevated Walkway
system, making a “middle ground” between the second ground and existing ground.
// 2049 // The Chinese Government enacts “The Hong Kong Congestion Mitigation Act” as a way to quell the unrest and “fix” the urban congestion issues. The act proposes a new urban infrastructural
mega-system to be superimposed onto the city, re-zoning the city and building a second ground above the urban fabric.

// 2048 // The first of many large scale mass protests by “Hong Kong-ers”
occurs in opposition to the giant influx of “Mainland Chinese” citizens that are
adversely affecting the daily operation of the city. The protesters demand to
reinstate a border system that enforces a quota upon the “Mainland Chinese”
citizens that are entering the city.
// 2048 // With the unification of Hong Kong into the mainland at full effect, citizens from Hong Kong and the mainland can travel freely between both places that were previously separated by a border. “Mainland
Chinese” citizens begin moving to and visiting Hong Kong at a rapid pace that vastly exceeds expectations.
// 2047 // Hong Kong is officially under the CCP’s full control as the 50 year period expires. 1 country, 2 systems reverts to 1 country 1 system. However, Xi Jinping enacts laws to keep the basic rights of the people of
Hong Kong intact. This includes enacting a new hybrid set of law that keeps some parts of the Hong Kong Basic Law in place.
// 2041 // In anticipation of the completion of the handover, the CCP embarks on a rapid development of the area just South of the border in the New Territories. The citizens of Hong Kong see this as an
encroachment of their soon to be relinquished sovereignty. As planning and construction is undertaken by Chinese firms, not Hong Kong.
// 2028 // Xi Jinping introduces policies for new Special Economic Zones (SEZs), cementing the party’s commitment to the global economy.
// 2019 // The Heung Yuen Wai Control Point/Liantang Checkpoint (the seventh land crossing) is opened between the borders of Hong Kong and Shenzhen.
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“The Hong Kong Congestion Mitigation Act”

// 2051 // The CCP chooses to develop a district node system. These proposals segregate the city, whereby the newly imposed ground is for the sole use of mainland citizens and the other grounds are for
the use by pre-handover Hong Konger’s. Interchange between the 3 grounds occurs in newly constructed buildings that act as nodes within these new zones. Interchange between the grounds being based
on a cost-based temporary pass system. The newly superimposed ground is presented as a win-win solution to the issue as current Hong Kongers retain their space prior to 2047. However, over-time, many
pre-handover Hongkongers see the Act and its imposing urban infrastructure as a heavy-handed symbol of control of their identities and livelihoods.
// 2050 // Although initial reactions to the proposal are met with scepticism, pre-handover Hong Konger’s accept the proposal after the Government agrees to the expansion of the Central Elevated Walkway
system, making a “middle ground” between the second ground and existing ground.

// 2049 // The Chinese Government enacts “The Hong Kong Congestion
Mitigation Act” as a way to quell the unrest and “fix” the urban congestion
issues. The act proposes a new urban infrastructural mega-system to be
superimposed onto the city, re-zoning the city and building a second ground
above the urban fabric.
// 2048 // The first of many large scale mass protests by “Hong Kong-ers” occurs in opposition to the giant influx of “Mainland Chinese” citizens that are adversely affecting the daily operation of the city. The
protesters demand to reinstate a border system that enforces a quota upon the “Mainland Chinese” citizens that are entering the city.
// 2048 // With the unification of Hong Kong into the mainland at full effect, citizens from Hong Kong and the mainland can travel freely between both places that were previously separated by a border. “Mainland
Chinese” citizens begin moving to and visiting Hong Kong at a rapid pace that vastly exceeds expectations.
// 2047 // Hong Kong is officially under the CCP’s full control as the 50 year period expires. 1 country, 2 systems reverts to 1 country 1 system. However, Xi Jinping enacts laws to keep the basic rights of the people of
Hong Kong intact. This includes enacting a new hybrid set of law that keeps some parts of the Hong Kong Basic Law in place.
// 2041 // In anticipation of the completion of the handover, the CCP embarks on a rapid development of the area just South of the border in the New Territories. The citizens of Hong Kong see this as an
encroachment of their soon to be relinquished sovereignty. As planning and construction is undertaken by Chinese firms, not Hong Kong.
// 2028 // Xi Jinping introduces policies for new Special Economic Zones (SEZs), cementing the party’s commitment to the global economy.
// 2019 // The Heung Yuen Wai Control Point/Liantang Checkpoint (the seventh land crossing) is opened between the borders of Hong Kong and Shenzhen.
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// 2051 // The CCP chooses to develop a district node system. These proposals segregate the city, whereby the newly imposed ground is for the sole use of mainland citizens and the other grounds are for
the use by pre-handover Hong Konger’s. Interchange between the 3 grounds occurs in newly constructed buildings that act as nodes within these new zones. Interchange between the grounds being based
on a cost-based temporary pass system. The newly superimposed ground is presented as a win-win solution to the issue as current Hong Kongers retain their space prior to 2047. However, over-time, many
pre-handover Hongkongers see the Act and its imposing urban infrastructure as a heavy-handed symbol of control of their identities and livelihoods.

Middle Ground

// 2050 // Although initial reactions to the proposal are met with scepticism,
pre-handover Hong Konger’s accept the proposal after the Government
agrees to the expansion of the Central Elevated Walkway system, making a
“middle ground” between the second ground and existing ground.

METHODOLOGY

// 2049 // The Chinese Government enacts “The Hong Kong Congestion Mitigation Act” as a way to quell the unrest and “fix” the urban congestion issues. The act proposes a new urban infrastructural
mega-system to be superimposed onto the city, re-zoning the city and building a second ground above the urban fabric.
// 2048 // The first of many large scale mass protests by “Hong Kong-ers” occurs in opposition to the giant influx of “Mainland Chinese” citizens that are adversely affecting the daily operation of the city. The
protesters demand to reinstate a border system that enforces a quota upon the “Mainland Chinese” citizens that are entering the city.
// 2048 // With the unification of Hong Kong into the mainland at full effect, citizens from Hong Kong and the mainland can travel freely between both places that were previously separated by a border. “Mainland
Chinese” citizens begin moving to and visiting Hong Kong at a rapid pace that vastly exceeds expectations.
// 2047 // Hong Kong is officially under the CCP’s full control as the 50 year period expires. 1 country, 2 systems reverts to 1 country 1 system. However, Xi Jinping enacts laws to keep the basic rights of the people of
Hong Kong intact. This includes enacting a new hybrid set of law that keeps some parts of the Hong Kong Basic Law in place.
// 2041 // In anticipation of the completion of the handover, the CCP embarks on a rapid development of the area just South of the border in the New Territories. The citizens of Hong Kong see this as an
encroachment of their soon to be relinquished sovereignty. As planning and construction is undertaken by Chinese firms, not Hong Kong.
// 2028 // Xi Jinping introduces policies for new Special Economic Zones (SEZs), cementing the party’s commitment to the global economy.
// 2019 // The Heung Yuen Wai Control Point/Liantang Checkpoint (the seventh land crossing) is opened between the borders of Hong Kong and Shenzhen.
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// 2051 // The CCP chooses to develop a district node system. The proposal
segregates the city, whereby the newly imposed ground is for the sole use of
mainland citizens and the other grounds are for the use by pre-handover
Hong Konger’s. Interchange between the 3 grounds occurs in newly
constructed buildings that act as nodes within these new zones.
// 2050 // Although initial reactions to the proposal are met with scepticism, pre-handover Hong Konger’s accept the proposal after the Government agrees to the expansion of the Central Elevated Walkway
system, making a “middle ground” between the second ground and existing ground.
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// 2049 // The Chinese Government enacts “The Hong Kong Congestion Mitigation Act” as a way to quell the unrest and “fix” the urban congestion issues. The act proposes a new urban infrastructural
mega-system to be superimposed onto the city, re-zoning the city and building a second ground above the urban fabric.
// 2048 // The first of many large scale mass protests by “Hong Kong-ers” occurs in opposition to the giant influx of “Mainland Chinese” citizens that are adversely affecting the daily operation of the city. The
protesters demand to reinstate a border system that enforces a quota upon the “Mainland Chinese” citizens that are entering the city.
// 2048 // With the unification of Hong Kong into the mainland at full effect, citizens from Hong Kong and the mainland can travel freely between both places that were previously separated by a border. “Mainland
Chinese” citizens begin moving to and visiting Hong Kong at a rapid pace that vastly exceeds expectations.
// 2047 // Hong Kong is officially under the CCP’s full control as the 50 year period expires. 1 country, 2 systems reverts to 1 country 1 system. However, Xi Jinping enacts laws to keep the basic rights of the people of
Hong Kong intact. This includes enacting a new hybrid set of law that keeps some parts of the Hong Kong Basic Law in place.
// 2041 // In anticipation of the completion of the handover, the CCP embarks on a rapid development of the area just South of the border in the New Territories. The citizens of Hong Kong see this as an
encroachment of their soon to be relinquished sovereignty. As planning and construction is undertaken by Chinese firms, not Hong Kong.
// 2028 // Xi Jinping introduces policies for new Special Economic Zones (SEZs), cementing the party’s commitment to the global economy.
// 2019 // The Heung Yuen Wai Control Point/Liantang Checkpoint (the seventh land crossing) is opened between the borders of Hong Kong and Shenzhen.
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GIS
Using GIS data, from the perspective of
the Chinese government, a rezoning of the
city based on density and corresponding
to specific areas of the city. Within each
new district a new set of grounds for
China’s intervention was created with
corresponding nodes of interchange
that connect to each other under the
spoke-hub
distribution
paradigm.
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Natural Features

Contour
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Natural Features

Foliage
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Circulation

Mass Transit
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Circulation

Roads and Paths
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Land Use

Commercial
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Land Use

Residential
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Cultural & Education Institutions
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Land Use

Industrial
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Natural Features & Land Use
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Rezoning of the city into smaller districts
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Superimposed ground and corresponding
interchange nodes
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Main circulation between each node and
district
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Final urban infrastructural intervention
with tertiary system of circulation to local
buildings
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Scales of Operation
The project will focus on three scales,
the macro-urban Hong Kong scale,
mid-district and superimposed ground
scale and micro-building scale which
will focus on the interchange node.
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Macro
The macro scale focuses on the
urban infrastructure at the scale of
the city to illustrate the part-to-whole
relationships between the districts and
the overall system of interventions.
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MID SCALE
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HONG KONG
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Mid
The mid, district scale, focusses
on the central district and the urban
intervention of the superimposed ground
and the tertiary circulation systems
to the local buildings in the district.
N

SCALE: 375’ = 1”
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MICRO SCALE
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CENTRAL DISTRICT NODE SITE
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Micro
The micro, building scale, focusses
on the site of the Central district
node of interchange between the
grounds at the scale of the city block.

N

Scale:

1’ - 0” = 1/64“
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Conceptual Collages
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2047 City speculates on a future Hong
Kong that is completely united under
Chinese rule. The city, and its people live
in friction with one another as the Chinese
Government has superimposed an urban
infrastructural mega intervention in the
form of a second ground that benefits
one group of inhabitants over others. This
second ground and the opposing middle
ground created by the native Hong Kongers
are in dialectical opposition to one another
and, over time, reflect the spatial practice
of these groups of people. Through the
use of analytic, speculative drawings at 3
different scales this thesis will comment
on the spatial practices of the future city to
propose an alternate identity of the groups
of people and the city as a whole.
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